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The sociopathic norm is a world-wide crime ring of humanitarians and academics involve in both financial and academic fraud. They went world-wide at the dawn of the Scientific Age with the advent of the Windows XP high-tech revolution. It wasn’t clear at the time, which manifested as an organize criminal element, the depth of this cult but with certainty many unqualified and fringe [or groups of] academics and humanitarians establish themselves into positions of decision-making as leading authorities in their fields.

But at the time what was thought of as relaxing the requirements in the employment of academics and financial experts, that would open doors of opportunity for upward mobility and economic growth, backfired at a world-wide scale. More unqualified experts and academics made bad decision-making that has had a long-term impact to global national security and planetary tranquility.

A cult that can be hard to spot but when spotted can be frighteningly messianic. Exhibiting patterns of behavior that is unprecedented and consistent with a cult of the Scientific Age. Those patterns are (1) clueless clues, (2) ingrained behavior, (3) preying upon, (4) desire to control others and each other, (5) lack of conscience, (6) narcissism, (7) paperback writers and plagiarists, (8) sycophants and cronies, (9) internet addicts, (10) average intelligence in relation to academic and financial occupation but nevertheless memorizers that become better at recalling and restating information as they get older, (11) fraudulent life-styles, (12) capable of genocide when giving the opportunity and (13) manic in disposition.

The cult can be spotted when there is suspicious behavior amongst academics and humanitarians. In particular, they can be so involved with each other without realization but when realize the sociopathic norm becomes self-aware as an organized crime ring. In such a
way that they begin to prey and brutally control each other. Since their behavior is ingrained at
an early stage the sociopathic norm is oblivious to their own capability of committing horrid
acts of hatred and malice. While also being silly and benign in nature with false claims of
benevolence and altruism.

Internet addicts they utilized social networking sites to further their reputations. Claiming
expertise, they provide internet commentary on various subjects while incapable to
excel in most of the varied subjects they are presenting outside their own academic and
financial specialization. They are also too quick to publish by using fraudulent methods to
accelerate their writing.

Rooting out this cult at a world-wide scale requires increasing standards in academia
and finance. Most importantly when the cult is spotted it is imperative that they be broken
apart in such a way that their assets be confiscated, their titles be annulled and then face
criminal prosecution so that they pose no further rabid threat to the Scientific Age. Preventing
mass-suicide amongst their own followers.

Understanding the depth of sociopathic norm is at an early stage but with further
studies on the dynamics of this cult will, in the long-term, neutralize them from causing any
further harm to planetary tranquility and the Scientific Age. Short-term wise restoring genuine
social harmony.